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Executive summary
This paper describes, in general, the Catapult® flow for exploring lowpower architectures, and it discusses in detail the low-power optimization
results achieved using the Catapult Low-Power design flow. The case study
was conducted using real customer designs. Designs were synthesized
using Catapult with and without low-power optimizations turned on. With
low-power optimizations on, Catapult uses Siemens Digital Industries
Software’s PowerPro® technology under the hood for implementing RTL
power optimization techniques and for estimating a design’s power usage.
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Abstract
High-Level Synthesis (HLS) allows designers to
synthesize different RTL architectures from C++ or
SystemC electronic system level (ESL) models. The
different hardware architectures are generated through
user constraints which specify such things as clock
period, resource limitations, IO protocol and the level of
desired concurrency. HLS has historically operated on
two axis between performance and area.
However, ESL is where the most significant power
optimization can be achieved, which lead to the
introduction of Siemens EDA’s Catapult Low-Power,
enabling closed loop performance, area and power
optimization at the hardware architecture level. Various
low-power techniques are used: bit-width optimization,
multiple clock domain partitioning, memory access
minimization, resource sharing, frequency exploration,

power gating, and clock gating. Siemens EDA’s lowpower HLS solution, Catapult Low-Power, can
implement all of these techniques automatically in the
generated RTL starting from either C++ or SystemC.
This paper describes, in general, the Catapult® flow for
exploring low-power architectures, and it discusses in
detail the low-power optimization results achieved
using the Catapult low-power design flow. The case
study was conducted using real customer designs.
Designs were synthesized using Catapult with and
without low-power optimizations turned on. With lowpower optimizations on, Catapult uses the Siemens EDA
PowerPro® technology under the hood for
implementing RTL power optimization techniques and
for estimating a design’s power usage.

Introduction
A great deal of attention has been paid to low-power IC
design. Everyone talks about low-power, but what do
we mean by that term. The answer varies greatly from
one application to another. In some cases, the concern
is to maximize battery life; in others, it’s fitting lowpower design elements into a cost effective package,
reducing heat, or reducing the energy consumption of
server farms. As it takes power to keep equipment cool,
it can cost more money to operate equipment than the
original cost of the equipment.
There is no silver bullet to solve the power problem.
Optimizing for power should involve all steps at all
levels of design – from architecture to board. The
biggest low-power design bottleneck is at the
architecture, or Electronic System Level (ESL), where,
ironically, potential power savings are the greatest yet
methodology and tool support is the weakest. For this
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and other reasons, most decisions are made at the RTL
or below, which is not sufficient for achieving optimal
power savings. This drives the need for a tool that not
only allows designers to explore the best architecture
for power at a higher level of abstraction but also
automatically implements lower level transformations,
like clock and memory gating, in the RTL produced.
In this paper, we will discuss, in general, the ESL to RTL
low-power design flow, and then share the results
achieved by integrating Siemens EDA’s Catapult and
PowerPro technologies to create a unique solution for
ESL synthesis and power architecting.
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ESL hardware realization flow
Catapult synthesizes a SystemC/C++/C description of a
design and produces production ready, correct by
construction RTL (figure 1). This HLS methodology
allows designers to use templates to easily switch
design interface representations from a transactionlevel model (TLM) to a pin accurate one, or vice versa.
Catapult uses a technology library to estimate the area
and delay information of the blocks (such as adders,
multipliers, and muxes) required to build the RTL. Based
on clock frequency settings, Catapult schedules the
operations in the appropriate clock cycles such that they

Technology library

meet timing in the target technology and are optimally
time shared in the resulting micro-architecture.
Catapult performs many patented HLS optimizations:
minimizing the access to memories or IOs, resource
sharing, auto bit-width reduction, etc. It also enables
users to make design decisions about such things as the
protocol for design interfaces to read and write data
and when to use registers versus memories. And it
allows them to explore the impact of serial versus
highly parallel versus pipelined architectures on power,
performance, and area tradeoffs.

User constraints

RTL

Figure 1. Catapult synthesis flow
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Architectural exploration for power
A shift register based implementation can consume
higher power at higher frequencies because all taps
will switch with each shift. This is typically suited for
filters with a smaller number of taps and gives the
highest performance.

We will now cover some basic ideas for saving power
during architectural exploration, while satisfying
performance goals.
1. Numerical Refinement: The first design step for controlling power is numerical refinement. Algorithmic
C bitaccurate data types support arbitrary precision,
allowing designers to specify any desired bit width
for both integer and fixed point data types. SystemC
data types can be used interchangeably. At higher
design abstraction levels, this allows using only
numbers represented by a minimum number of bits
to minimize area and power and remain within error
tolerances.
2. Interfaces: If a design’s interface is hammering the
bus or memory, the designer can expand the bitwidth of the interface to do several read and writes at
once and store the data locally. In pure C++ designs,
this can be achieved simply by using Catapult’s
interface synthesis technology without modifying
the source code. In SystemC, constraints may work
in limited cases but can always be implemented by
changing the source code.
3. Memory Architecture: For many algorithms, power,
performance, and area are highly dependent on
memory architectures. For example, a FIR filter can
be implemented using a shift register, a rotational
shift register, or a circular buffer (figure 2).

Shift register
input

coeffs

A circular buffer based implementation is good for
a filter with a large number of taps and is ideal for
mapping into a memory. This uses one pointer to set
a write point (advances forward) and another pointer
to set a read point (decrements in reverse to round
the array).
4. Micro Architecture: Optimization and exploration
of Micro Architecture is a powerful technology for
improving an algorithm’s performance and adjusting
for power. For algorithms, it’s not just about operating frequency. The important measurements are
latency (how long it takes to get the first result) and
throughput (how fast can one feed the data).

Circular buffers
Write

D D

Rotational shift is an intermediate solution. This
removes the MUX feeding the multiplier. This
becomes a bottleneck as the number of taps becomes
larger. Rotation occurs as part of a MAC loop after
the +=. This is not easy to unroll, partially or fully, in
Catapult to improve a design’s performance.

Rotational shift

Memory for
taps

D D

D D D D D

*

+ D

M M M M M

output
input
coeffs

Read

*

input

+ D

output

coeffs

*

+ D

output

Figure 2. Filter tap implementation in FIR filtering
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a. An 8 tap FIR filter with 8 multipliers may have a
latency of one cycle if the period is long and the
adder tree can be done with the multipliers, but
it might have a latency of 2 or 3, or even more (if
using pipelined multipliers), yet the throughput
might remain constant at 1 clock cycle.
b. If we use only one multiplier, and restrict the coefficients and tap register to a single RAM, then the
latency might be 9 or 10 clock cycles (or more) and
the throughput similarly longer, but this comes
with the benefit of considerably reduced area and
power (figure 3).

RAM-like
interface
for taps
and coeffs

Wire-like
interface
with parallel
hardware

Figure 3. FIR Serial versus FIR Parallel Implementation

c. One may reduce clock frequency to reduce power.
This may then require increased parallelism in the
design (using loop unrolling in Catapult)
to balance latency.
Catapult loop pipelining and unrolling of constraints helps achieve these implementations
quickly. Designers can then compare the power,
performance, and area of each implementation.
Which is the right implementation? It all depends
on the design goals regarding frequency, latency,
and throughput, collectively. Whichever implementation stays closest to the design goals is the
right answer!
5. Frequency: The golden source code (SystemC/
C++/C) is independent of technology details. One can
retarget the same code to different target technologies (figure 4) since frequency is just a parameter.
Through frequency explorations we can set or adjust
the clock frequency and the tool figures out how to
get things to fit in a clock cycle. Also, one can control
the implementation down to the resources used, so
one can experiment with using different operators
like pipelined multipliers and adders.
For example, if the analysis tools show that a design
actually has some extra slack in one implementation, the designer can reduce voltage to save
power. Or, with a little faster implementation, they
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Architecture-neutral
description
200MHz
Architectural
constraints 1 180nm ASIC

200MHz
90nm ASIC

RTL 1

Architectural
constraints 2

RTL 2

Figure 4. Target optimized RTL code generation

can share more operators. In this way, they can
balance dynamic power with parallelism for better
performance.
6. Block hierarchy: Having hierarchical blocks
naturally lends itself to multiclock design. Catapult
supports running the blocks at different clock
speeds and handles the data transfer between
blocks through FIFOs. In this case, designs with
decimation naturally lend themselves to this type
of design (figure 5).
Clk1 = 200 MHz

Clk2 = 100 MHz

Clk3 = 25 MHz

Decimation
by 2

Decimation
by 4

Decimation
by 8

Figure 5. Decimation

Blocks with lower data rates may run with a slower
clock, reducing the switching power and reducing
the static power by decreasing block area. In more
general cases, one can tune the clock frequency to
match the best implementation for either throughput or latency and power, based on the technology
target, with the same source code.
7. LVFS (low voltage frequency scaling): In lowpower mode, Catapult can insert an idle signal
(1-bit output port) in the design. This signal is set
when the block is in an idle state (not processing
any data, not reading any input, and not writing to
any output). This signal can be used in a systemlevel power management strategy, like LVFS or
gating the clock power to a block.
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Low-power hardware realization flow
With the low-power option, besides allowing the
designer to tradeoff different architectures for power,
performance, and area as described above, Catapult
automates RTL power optimization techniques – like
multilevel sequential clock gating and memory gating –
by calling the PowerPro technology under the hood.
PowerPro is an industry-proven power optimization
technology that reads SAIF or FSDB files to get early
estimates of power dissipation across different nets in
an RTL design. PowerPro CG generates the enable
signals by automatically analyzing the design for
sequential and combinational clock gating
opportunities. It creates the related logic (enable logic)
for the concerned enable signal generated, thereby

The low-power hardware realization flow is shown in
figure 7. Catapult synthesizes higher level design
abstractions in C++ or SystemC to RTL. In low-power
mode, RTL power optimizations are turned on. The
SCVerify flow generates the required SAIF/FSDB file.
Under the hood, PowerPro optimizes and produces RTL
that implements clock and memory gating, making the
RTL power efficient. Finally, built-in power estimation
capabilities pull power numbers corresponding to an
implementation for a given .lib file into Table view,
where designers can compare different architectures for
power.

completely eliminating a manual tedious effort.

CLK
EN

CG

For this block
Clock gated cells = 100%
Clock-gating efficiency = 30%

void func (short a[N],
for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {
if (cond)
z+=a[i]*b[i];
else

BLOCK

CLK
EN
Figure 6. Clock gating efficiency

A higher percentage of clock gating doesn’t indicate
power savings all the time. If a gated flop has to switch
every clock cycle, it will not save power. PowerPro ranks
design registers by clock gating efficiency and accepts
those transformations that result in significant
improvement in clock gating efficiency. Clock gating
efficiency is the measure of cycles for which a node is
inactive.
A 30% CG efficiency of a flop means the flop is inactive
for 3 out of 10 cycles for a representative vector set
(figure 6). The sequential enable signals along with the
corresponding enable logic are automatically inserted
into the resulting RTL.
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Power Optimization
Simulation
Power Analysis

Figure 7. Low-power ESL hardware design flow
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Experiment #1 – Clock gating
This experiment focuses on leveraging PowerPro’s
sequential analysis engine for clock gating insertion.
Section #7 focuses on architectural exploration to
reduce power. We benchmarked a low-power HLS flow
against a normal “baseline” HLS flow using real
customer designs. Some of the designs were written in
pure C++ and some were in SystemC. These designs
were already tied to certain performance requirements
for a given area. We compared the power consumption
of the RTLs produced with the low-power HLS flow
against the RTLs produced with a normal HLS flow for a
given architecture. Since most of the signal processing
applications will have a minimum data path width of 8,
we used a clock gating width of 8 for all of these

designs. Power estimation of RTL synthesized using the
normal HLS flow was estimated using the PowerPro
power estimation engine in standalone mode.
Data was collected for different customer designs by
running low-power (LP) and normal HLS (Base) flows.
Table 1 summarizes the data.
The experiments used a variety of designs from
different applications. There were designs like FFT,
Video Encoder I, and JPEG that required high
performance as well as designs like Automotive that
were extremely low-power. Designs used were as small
as 11.4k to as large as 58.1k gates.

Table 1. Power optimization data
Design
Video encoder I

Gate count
(k)

Frequency
(MHz)

CG (%)
[Base]

CG (%)
[LP]

CG Efficiency
(%) [Base]

CG Efficiency
(%) [LP]

Power estimation
(μW) [Base]

Power estimation
(μW) [LP]

11.4

350

98.7

98.7

39.5

78.5

2707

1338

FFT

14.3

400

98.5

98.5

3.6

13.7

5383

5007

Video encoder II

15.4

200

96.3

96.3

56.4

71.8

966

805

Motion
estimation block

20.4

140

98.4

98.4

11.7

16.8

1786

1630

Automotive

28.2

2

94.9

94.9

23.2

32.2

42

37

42

350

92.0

95.4

44.7

54.9

8935

8302

58.1

256

31.8

31.8

15.7

21.0

25021

12370

JPEG
Image scaler
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Analysing the results
From table 1, we observe that higher clock gating (CG)
does not always indicates power savings. To review, CG
(%) indicates the percentage of total flops in the design
that are gated. CG Efficiency (%) indicates the cycles a
gated clock is inactive based on a representative vector
set (SAIF, FSDB). For example, Video Encoder I design
already had 98.7 % clock gating, but just by
strengthening the enable signal, Catapult Low-Power
was able to substancially increase clock gating
efficiency to further optimize the design’s power by
almost 50%.
The data also shows that better clock gating efficiency
always results in better power savings. The Catapult

Low-Power flow was able to improve clock gating
efficiency in all cases (figure 8).
Table 1 shows that power consumption of the designs
used in this case study varied from 37 μW to 12.3 mW.
The percentage improvement comparing baseline
(Base) flow to Catapult Low-Power (LP) flow is shown in
figure 9. The graph shows a general trend in power
savings improvement when Catapult Low-Power
optimizations were turned on. For an extremely lowpower application like Automotive, design improvement
is approximately 12%, whereas for a high performance
design like Image Scaler, it showed a 50% improvement.
Absolute numbers for power can be inferred from table
1.

CG Efficiency %

Average power

300%

60%
% Savings

% Improvements
250%

50%

200%

40%

150%

30%

100%

20%

50%

10%

0%

0%
11.4K

14.3K

15.4K

CG Efficiency (%) [Base]

39.5

CG Efficiency (%) [LP]
% improvements

20.4K

28.2K

42K

58.1K

3.6

56.4

11.7

23.2

44.7

15.7

78.5

13.7

71.8

16.8

32.2

54.9

21.0

99%

281%

27%

44%

39%

23%

34%

Figure 8. CG Efficiency % improvement
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11.4K

14.3K

15.4K

20.4K

28.2K

42K

58.1K

Power Estimation
(μW) [Base]

2707

5383

966

1786

42

8935

25021

Power Estimation
(μW) [LP]

1338

5007

805

1630

37

8302

12370

% savings

51%

7%

17%

9%

12%

7%

51%

Figure 9. Average power savings
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Experiment #2 – Architecture exploration
This section shows examples of the effect on power of
selecting bitwidths during quantization, then shows the
automatic power optimizations.
Many design teams have general guidelines used to
decide on the bitwidths required in a float to fixed
conversion. However, these guidelines may be wrong
because they were developed based on older ASIC
technologies and over-simplify the problem of power
optimization. The following example shows numerical
refinement of an FIR filter running at 400MHz on a
65nm technology. The change to the bitwidth is done
by editing the C++ source and the technology and clock
speed are constraints to Catapult Low-Power.
Register
bits

Coefficient
bits

% error

Area
(μm2)

Power
(mW)

The selection of the optimal bitwidths depends on the %
error vs floating point, the area and the power
consumption. Note that the lowest power design is not
the smallest, and that the percent error also doesn’t
correlate with average power consumption.
The optimal bitwidth depends on the underlying
technology and clock speed used. For example, here is
the same experiment run with a 90nm technology at
200MHz. At the 90nm technology node the FIR with 8
register and coefficient bits has about average power
consumption, but at 65nm that solution has the best
power and area.

Register
bits

Coefficient
bits

% error

Area
(μm2)

Power
(mW)

7

9

1.0

73

6.6

7

9

1.0

113

24.9

8

8

1.1

76

6.1

8

8

1.1

117

24.9

8

9

0.8

82

7.4

8

9

0.8

131

28.7

9

7

1.3

79

6.1

9

7

1.3

115

22.7

9

8

1.0

85

8.1

9

8

1.0

132

29.1

Figure 10. Numerical refinement of a 64 tap FIR filter - 65 nm and 400 MHz

Figure 11. Numerical refinement of a 64 tap FIR filter - 90 nm and 200 MHz

Conclusion
Power is important to hardware businesses and gives a
competitive advantage. Raising the abstraction level
above the RTL provides additional power optimization
opportunities. A successful ESL hardware
implementation flow should allow the designer to
explore architectures for power, produce RTL which is
power efficient, and quickly compare different
architectural solutions for power.
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The Catapult Low-Power product combines the
industry’s best HLS technology with PowerPro, a unique
RTL power optimization technology, to deliver the
industry’s first power optimized ESL-to-RTL realization
flow. Catapult Low-Power helps designers to balance
power, area, and performance by using its powerful
architectural exploration technology and automatically
implementing RTL transformations to further improve
the power consumption of the synthesized RTL.
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transformation to enable a digital enterprise where
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tomorrow. Xcelerator, the comprehensive and integrated
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and leverage a comprehensive digital twin that provides
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of automation to drive innovation. For more information
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